
THE 43rd�15th INTERNATIONAL�RUDOLF ORTVAYPROBLEM SOLVING CONTEST IN PHYSICS26 Otober�5 November 20121. The international SETI (�Searh for Extraterrestrial Intelligene�) ollaboration is aimed at �nding traes of lifeoutside Earth. Reently a group of partiipating astronomers spotted an interesting �ying objet on the sky. Fewdetails from the top seret report appeared in the daily press due to a witted journalist, triggering a onsiderableworld wide pani:�... Aording to the measurements the unidenti�ed �ying objet (UFO) approahes the Sun in the eliptial plane.Analysis of the data reveals the fat that the trajetory of the UFO is suh a parabola whih allows the longesttime for the objet to spend within the (approximately irular) orbit of the Earth (assuming that it does notuse at all its antiipated propulsion system). This interesting fat gives basis to the assumption that the �yingobjet is a spaeraft sent by extraterrestial intelligene, with the purpose of gathering the maximum amount ofinformation about terrestial life...�The key question we address in this problem is to �nd out all available information about the trajetory ofthe possible spy-UFO. We an assume during the alulations that all e�ets besides the gravitational foreexerted by the Sun are negligible. Let us assume that the distane between Earth and Sun is onstant, R = 1astronomial unit.What is the minimal distane between the Sun and the UFO moving on the speial optimal trajetory desribedin the UFO report? Moving at this optimal orbit how muh time does the UFO spend within the orbital radiusof Earth? (Péter Gnädig and Máté Vigh)2. Two lose friends, the thin Peter and the fat Paul arrive at a hostel, �nding that only a lightly built bunk bed(with one upper and one lower plae) is available. Peter wishes to have a good sleep, but he knows that hisompany moves around a lot while dreaming.Whih bed should he hoose to ensure a quiet sleep?He onsiders that taking the upper bed, the bed will move less by the movement of Paul, but will be ampli�edat the higher position. Taking the lower, the upper part where Paul sleeps of the bed will move more, but it isausing less displaement downstairs.Supported by a physiist's argumentation, let us give an advie to Peter! (Péter Gnädig)3. If we lay down on our sides on �at ground, and start �uttering our upper leg bak and forth parallel to theground, it starts a periodi motion, sort of vibration, with a rather well de�ned frequeny. If we lift the upperleg and start �uttering with the lower leg, the period of the motion will be onsiderably di�erent. Try to explainthe phenomenon with a simple model and determine the ratio of the frequenies!(Géza Tihy, o-founder of the Ortvay ontest)4. A planar, highly fritious dis is rotated with Ω angular veloity. The disis inlined at α angle with respet to the horizontal plane. We are plaing asmall rubber ball on the dis, and we let it roll with some starting veloity ina ertain diretion and an initial angular veloity vetor. Depending on theseinitial onditions, let us determine the possible trajetories of the enter ofthe ball rolling on the dis! Can there be trajetories with speial shapes(for example linear setion or irle)? (The ball rolls without slip during theomplete motion.) Ω

α(Máté Vigh)5. (dediated to the memory of Neil Armstrong)There is a onept to simplify the travel to Moon. A long, light rope is put on Earth orbit with two dokingstations at both ends, and it is rotated suh that when the loser station is a few hundred kilometers abovethe Earth surfae its speed would math that of the surfae, whereas the other end would travel at the esapeveloity. At a given instane two spaerafts of equal masses would attah to the rope: one launhed from Earthand the other returning from Moon enounter. After half a turn, they would both detah. Determine the relevantparameters of suh a spae sling! Is it stable on orbit? What is the aeleration to be sustained by the astronautsduring the travel? (András Bodor)1



6. In a homogeneous, straight, solid ylinder a hole is preparedover its full length oaxially, suh that the radius of the holeis half of that of the ylinder. An other ylinder, with samelength and same material is plaed preisely inside of thehole, suh that it does not log. The outer ylinder is �ttedwith a shaft along the line �tting to the point P whih ison the outer side of the ylinder. The shaft has fritionlessbearings and is plaed horizontally. The system is releasedfrom an initial ondition presented on the �gure. P

a) What is the maximum value of the oe�ient of stati frition between the surfaes of the ylinders, if we�nd that the inner ylinder slips inside the outer one at the instant of the release?
b) What should be the value of the oe�ient of stati frition suh that the inner ylinder does not slip at allduring the omplete motion? (László Pálfalvi)7. A point mass m is hanged on an elasti thread, the gravitational aeleration is g. The elasti thread behaveslike a spring of spring onstant D0 but exerts no fore at all when unstrethed (m, D0 and g may be normalizedto 1). The motion of the point mass is on�ned to the vertial line going through its equilibrium position; fritionand drag is negligible. The mass is pulled 2mg/D0 under the equilibrium position and released.
a) How muh is the energy of the system (that is, the maximum of its kineti energy during a period) and theperiod of the motion?
b) The spring onstant of the thread begins to vary very slowly (that is, |∆D/D| ≪ 1 during a period). At aritial value of the spring onstant the behaviour of the system hanges qualitatively. Find this ritial springonstant and the energy and the period of the system in the ritial state.
c) Desribe the motion at the limit states D → 0 and D → ∞ qualitatively. Find the limit of the energy and theperiod in these states (if the limit is 0 or in�nity, give the asymptotis as well). Examine some other quantitiestypial for the motion. (Attila Szabó)8. A moon of mass m is orbiting around a planet of mass M at a onstant distane of R. The masses are of thesame order of magnitude. From a diretion perpendiular to the orbital plane of the system, a meteorite beamarrives, whih is homogeneously distributed over an ross setion muh larger than R. All meteorite partileshave the same initial veloity u. The double system fores the meteorites to deviate from the initial trajetories.Let us assume that the meteorites are fast, that is the orbital movement of the two large objets is negligibleduring the meteorite passage time. Let us alulate the sattering ross setion, and study what kind of densitypattern would emerge on an imaginary in�nitely far �sreen�. What kind of �gravitational interferene e�et� isaused by the simultaneous presene of the two large objets? (Gyula Dávid)9. In the Lagrangian L(r,v, t) of a point-like mass the veloity vetor v appears only in the form of the unit vetor
n = v/v: L(r,n, t) , where v = |v| is the absolute value of the veloity vetor.Derive the equations of the motion, and study the properties of the possible solutions! Let us try to onvert theequations of the motion to the form of �mass · aeleration = something�! Whih quantity appears instead of theonventional onept of mass? Let us try to �nd onservation laws! Let us study the ase of motion in a entralfore �eld, that is, when in the Lagrangian only the absolute value r = |r| of the position vetor r appears!(Gyula Dávid)10. Let us study the lassial model of �osillator with memory�, de�ned by the following Lagrangian:
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dτχ(t − τ) q(τ).Let us determine the equations of the motion by the variation of the ation, and also solve these equationsanalytially if the form of the memory funtion χ(t) is the one below:
χ(t) =
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Γe−Γt, if t ≥ 0,
0, if t < 0,and Γ > 0! (Gábor Széhenyi)2



11. A linear system is onstruted from 2N pointlike balls, eah of massm, whih are onneted by ideal springs withspring onstants of D1 and D2. The masses at the two ends of the hain are onneted to walls with springs withspring onstants of of D2. Let us determine the vibrational frequenies of the hain! Compare these frequenieswith the frequenies in the ase of an in�nitely long hain! Study separately the eigenfrequenies and vibrationalmodes in the ases of D1 < D2 and D1 > D2! (József Cserti, László Oroszlány and Gábor Széhenyi)12. A steel rod is �xed on one end to the wall, the part whih extends outside of the wall is l = 20 m long. Theross setion of the rod is retangular, the width is a = 1 m, the height is b =0.4 m. We hit the end of the rod� whih kind of sound it produes? (author: Béla Nagy, 1881�1954, publisher: Gyula Radnai)13. The Stirling engine is an external ombustion engine, where the gas is heated and ooled in a losed volume,whih provides the work during expansion and ompression.
a) Let us assume at the �rst plae that the whole volume of the gas is able to reah the maximum and minimumtemperatures provided by the external heat storages, and also that the pressure is homogeneous at any momentover the whole volume. In this sense, the system realizes the following yle: onstant volume heating, isothermalexpansion, onstant volume ooling, isothermal ompression. Calulate the mehanial e�ieny of the yle!How muh is it smaller than that of the Carnot-yle?
b) The entral onept of e�ient Stirling engines is that during the onstant volume heating (or ooling) theheat is not taken (or given) only from (to) the heat storage, but from the so alled regenerator: the gas ispressed through a dense struture, onstruted from adjaent layers or porous material, a kind of a �lter. Thegas exhanges heat with the regenerator, being heated or ooled. The transfer requires negligible amount ofenergy, sine the total volume does not hange. Let us also neglet the heat ondution due to the onsiderabletemperature gradient in the regenerator.Prove that during one yle the amount of heat taken from the regenerator is the same as the heat returned,therefore the average temperature of the regenerator does not hange � this means that heat transfers towardsthe heat storages take plae only during the isothermal setions! Prove that in this yle the mehanial e�ienyis the same as the e�ieny of the Carnot-yle!
c) A real regenerator is not perfet. Let us assume that the regenerator is able to provide only a �xed α fration(let us say 90%) of the neessary heat (or to absorb this fration during ooling). How muh does the e�ienyof the Stirling engine degrade?
d) Let us assume that the regenerator is ideal (α = 1), however the gas is not able to reah the maximumtemperature provided by the external heat storage, but heats to a temperature lower by ∆T . What is theredution of the mehanial e�ieny, and by whih fator does the work done in one yle redue?(Dezs® Varga)14. Let us onsider an argumentation along three true statements:
a) The �natural� variables of the entropy S are the internal energy U , the volume V and the partile number N .Let us assume that V and N are onstant.
b) The entropy takes its maximal value in the equilibrium state.
c) The maximum of a funtion is where the �rst derivative is zero. Conlusion: ∂S

∂U
= 1

T
= 0, that is, in theequilibrium state the temperature of the system is in�nite.Where did this argumentation go wrong? (XY)15. A drunken fellow steps out of the door of the pub, realizing that he has omp-letely lost his orientation abilities. He starts wondering in his very large ity,whih has retangular street pattern (see Figure on the right). At eah ross-roads, after some onsideration he hooses one of the four possibilities (withoutpreferene) and keeps walking along in this diretion to the next juntion wherehe hooses again randomly. If he is luky enough to get home, whih is indeedone blok away from the pub, he wakes up in his own bed in the next morning.On the other hand if he returns to the pub after some wandering, he ratherstays there for the rest of the night and wakes up on the pub �oor at dawn.

a) Whih is the probability that he returns home, or awakes at the pub � or that he manages to �nd neither,and the rising Sun �nds him somewhere in the orn�elds outside of the ity?
b) How do these probabilities hange, if the short route onneting his home and the pub turns out to be bloked?(Gábor Széhenyi)3



16. A point harge q is loated a distane r away from an in�nitely long grounded onduting ylinder of radius a.Find the fore ating between the harge and the wire, if a ≪ r. (Márton Lájer and Gábor Széhenyi)17. There are two air ore toroidal oils of the same sizes, entang-led around eah other aording to the �gure, di�ering only inthe number of windings N1 and N2. The windings are uniformlygradual for both oils, their ross setions are A1 and A2, the ra-dius of their mid-rings are R1 = R2 = R, and the mid-rings areperpendiular to eah other.
a) What are the values of the self indutanes (L11 and L22)?
b) What are the values of the oe�ients of mutual indutanes(L12 és L21)? Do they depend on the orientation of the winding?
c) Let us study whether the general onditions are ful�lled for themutual indutane oe�ient matrix elements Lik! Disuss thease of A1 ≪ A2.

N1

N2

(Péter Gnädig, Péter Vankó and Máté Vigh)18. Is there an existing eletri power line in Hungary, transferring eletri urrent of I = 2 kA at U = 400 kV andat f = 50 Hz, where the radiation losses are omparable to the ohmi (resistive) losses? (Gábor Etesi)19. There are two apparently similar diss, one of them transmitting only the light with left irular polarization,the other only the light with right irular polarization. Let us determine whih dis transmits whih type oflight, assuming that we an apply �at mirrors, semitransparent mirrors and a reasonably monohromati lightsoure (the semitransparent mirrors do not polarize the light). Let us assume that the positioning of the mirrorsis possible to high preision, onsiderably better than the wavelength of light. If we get hold of two other disswhih are linearly polarizing the light in a ertain diretion, are we able to determine the diretion of thispolarization using the above omponents? (András Bodor)20. Let us assume that neither the speial, nor the general theory of relativity are valid, and we attempt to explainthe observed phenomena aording to the lassial mehanis and eletrodynamis! Let us assume on the otherhand, that the gravitational �eld in�uenes the propagation of light, suh that the loal speed of light c dependson the loal gravitational potential Φ! Far from any objets the gravitational potential approahes zero, thereforewe get bak the usual value c0 of the speed of light in vauum. a) How should one hoose the funtion c(Φ) suhthat our theory an reprodue the gravitational lensing e�et known from the general theory of relativity? b)What should be c(Φ) if the lensing e�et is reprodued only for the weak �eld approximation? Could we suggestexperiments to deide whether our theory is orret? (Gyula Dávid)21. There is a spherially symmetri star in the enter of the oordinate system with mass of M and radius of R,whih gives rise to the well known Shwarzshield-type spae-time metri all around. How muh do the energyand momentum of the system (the star + the surrounding gravitational �eld) appear for a Minkowski-typeinertial observer whih is in�nitely far from the star, and moves with onstant veloity V with respet to thestar? What is the total mass of the system? (Gyula Dávid)22. The spei� spin state of a partile with spin S = 1 is unknown, but we an prepare and reprodue this stateany times we wish. How many measurements are at least neessary to determine this ommon unknown state?Let us onstrut an appropriate series of measurements! (Tamás Geszti)23. An eletron is plaed in a magneti �eld of onstant magnitude and steadily varying diretion along the zoordinate: B = (B cos kz,B sinkz, 0). Assume that the momentum of the eletron is z-direted.(a) What are the eigenstates of the eletron and what is the energy of these states?(b) What is the probability of measuring the eletron spin parallel or antiparallel with vetor B (varying withoordinate z) in an eigenstate?() Let an eletron of +z-polarized spin and momentum (0, 0, p) be plaed in suh a magneti �eld. When is itpossible that the eletron beomes −z-polarized after a while? How muh time is needed for the polarizationhange in this ase? If the magneti �eld is swithed o� after this time, how muh an be the momentum of theeletron? (Attila Szabó)4



24. What should be the size ratio of Ga and As atoms in a GaAs semiondutor in order to get the tightest volumetripaking? (Géza Tihy, o-founder of the Ortvay ontest)25. A partile with mass m moves in an one dimensional periodi potential (with period length of a). For themovement by one grid period a the trae of the transfer matrix T is given by the following equation (the expliitform of the transfer matrix is irrelevant for the rest of the problem):
TrT =

8

π
Arsin[cos(π

4

√

E + β E0

E0

)]In the above formula E is the energy of the partile, E0 and β are positive real onstant parameters, Arsinmeans the prinipal value of the funtion.Let us determine the band struture of the system! Give dispersion relation En(K) of the n-th band as a funtionof the quasi-momentum K! Let us alulate the gap between the n-th and (n + 1)-st band! Whih is the keyparameter determining whether the system will be insulator or ondutor? (Gyula Dávid)26. We are attempting to onstrut a devie whih aelerates muons. Let us disregard the numerous details (how toprodue the muons, how to form a partile beam, how to keep them on trajetory, how to realize the ollisionset), but onentrate on the issue of maximum ahievable energy in the aeleration proess.Let us assume that the muons are initially at rest, and the aeleration takes plae along the distane of L(assume that the partiles run along L only one � at this point it is irrelevant if the partiles are in fat runaround a small ring multiple times). The aelerating eletri �eld E0 is onstant along the trajetory, that isthe terminal muon energy is eE0L.The main problem of e�ient aeleration is the deay of the muons. Let us alulate whih fration of themuons would reah the end of the L long trajetory! Give this survival rate as a funtion of E0 and the ahievedterminal energy!Disuss the results from the pratial point of view. With ontemporary tehnologies the value of E0 is in theorder of 100 MV/m. Whih is the ahievable maximum muon beam energy if we require that the surviving muonfration is, let's say, one in a thousand? Would it be possible to study the prodution of the Higgs partile inthe ollision of suh beams, and if not, whih is the neessary value of E0 to reah the su�iently high energy(roughly twie the rest mass of the Higgs partile)?How big this aelerator would be? Let us assume that we an onstrut bending magnets with maximum �eldof B0 = 5 T. Whih is te radius of the storage ring? Is it true that the energy loss by synhrotron radiation ismuh smaller than the power input during aeleration? (Dezs® Varga)27. Consider a devie where in a vauum-�lled domain, deaying nulei emit eletrons in random diretions, with agiven kineti energy that is muh smaller than the rest energy of the eletron. In this domain there is an almosthomogeneous, strong Bs magneti �eld pointing in the z diretion, whih fores the emitted eletrons onto ahelial path around the �eld lines. Thus the eletrons will follow the �eld lines. The strength of the magneti�eld along the �eld lines dereases slowly (ie. the surfae oupied by the �eld lines inreases, as the �eld linesslowly diverge), and the eletrons arrive in a domain where homogeneous Bw magneti �eld is present, whihpoints in the z diretion, and is muh weaker than Bs (possibly by many orders of magnitude).We assume that the kineti energy of the eletrons is small, so the ylotron radius orresponding to the fastorbital motion of the eletrons is muh smaller than the typial distane sale of the variation of the magneti�eld. So we are looking for the leading order e�et.The deay proess is isotropi, therefore initially (as it is easy to show) the distribution of the pz momentumomponent of the eletrons is uniform.Let's determine the distribution of the momentum omponent pz of the eletrons in the domain of the weakmagneti �eld! What is the ause of the dramati hange? Determine the distribution of the angle between themomentum of the eletrons and the magneti �eld in this domain! In some appropriate manner, de�ne the 'width'of this angular distribution and of the pz distribution (eg. by half-width, or if exists, the variane), and expressthese quantities in terms of the Bw and Bs �eld strengths and of the other geometrial parameters!(Márton Nagy and Dezs® Varga)
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28. A graph is alled a star if there is a node alled the entral node, and nodes on the perimeter suh that the entralnode is onneted to every other node but there are no links between nodes on the perimeter. The number ofnodes on the perimeter is N . We an de�ne a simple Ising-model on the graph. The index of the entral node is
0, then the energy of the spin on�guration s = (s0, s1, . . . , sN) is

HN (s) = −J

N
∑

i=1

sis0 − h

N
∑

i=1

si − hs0.If the inverse temperature of the environment is β, the probability of �nding the system in a state with spinon�guration s is
pN (s) =

e−βHN (s)

ZN

,where ZN is the usual partition funtion. The density of magnetisation on the perimeter is m(s) = N−1
∑N

i=1 si.The problem is the following. Given a smooth funtion f(z), alulate the
lim

h→0+
lim

N→∞
〈f(m)〉Nthermodynamial average, where 〈f(m)〉N is the thermal average of the funtion f of the density of magnetizationon the perimeter with the Boltzmann distribution given above. The order of the limits is ruial in getting theright answer. (Norbert Barankai)29. Felix Baumgartner, who weights 80 kg, bravely falls from the altitute of 39 km, opens the parahute at 1527 mand lands safely.After the jump, how muh time it takes and at whih altitude happens that his speed reahes the loal soundveloity? When and at whih altitude do he slow down suh that he resumes to veloity below that of the sound?Let us plot the β(t) = v(t)/c(t) ratio as a funtion of altitude between 39 000 m and 1527 m, where v(t) and c(t)are the momentary speed and the loal sound veloity as a funtion of time. Is it possible that he rossed thesound veloity multiple times? Is it true that the maximum of β(t) mathes with that of his momentary veloity

v(t)?During the alluations, let us take the T (z) temperature and c(z) sound veloity values as a funtion of altitudefrom the plot given below: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speed_of_soundThe altitude dependene of the pressure p(z) may be determined by the barometri altitude formula, where takethe gravitational aeleration g = 9.8 m/s2, the pressure at sea level of p0 = 105 Pa, and the air density at sealevel to be ρ0 = 1.225 kg/m3. Let the air density as a funtion of altitude be
ρ(z) =

p(z)M

RT (z)
,where M is the molar mass of air, R is the universal gas onstant. Let us assume that the atmospheri dragexerts a fore F = 1/2 ·A · C · ρ(z) · v2(z) also above the sound veloity, disregarding the sound barrier!Here C ≈ 0.4 is the shape fator in the drag fore, and let us assume that the e�etive ross setion is A = 1 m2.To what extent and by whih amount this model di�ers from reality? (Gábor Homa and Gábor Tóth)

\end{doument}
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